A R G E N T

C O M B A T

Scholarship Application Discalimers
I understand that Argent Combat is an organization that passionately and vocally supports the
BLM movement; the Me Too movement; the LGBTQIA+ community; respects artists of all ages,
abilities, creeds, and financial status; honors Native Land; and seeks to amplify the voices of the
BIPOC artists internationally. If it is found that my social media presence, interactions,
professional and/or personal associations, or conduct are contrary to these ethical tenents within
the statute of limitations (per the laws of Argent Combat's residence of operation, the
Commonwealth of PA), present, or forthcoming, I understand that:
A.) my Scholar status will be publically revoked;
B.) I will need to refund Argent Combat my award amount in full so that it may be awarded to a
student who shares Argent's tenants and whose mission facilitates the whole betterment of the
Theatre community without dispute;
C.) I will face legal action in the event that I do not refund in full by the contractually agreed
due date and accept the revocation of my Scholar status;
D.) I will face legal action from Argent Combat and all injured parties if I potentially impact the
mental, physical, and/or emotional well-being of others by erroneously or prematurely
claiming expertise in my field before organizational certification as an instructor or expert is
formally awarded by an accredited organization;
E.) I accept that the public revocation of my status may negatively impact my future
employment opportunities within Theatre, that I am accountable for these actions, and any
negatively-impacting repercussions are the result of my own consequences. Argent Combat,
its sibling, affiliate, and parent organizations, and my peers are not liable for these
repercussions as they are exclusively my personal responsibility;
F.) I will be permanently banned from all Argent Combat-hosted classes, courses, and
workshops in addition to the possibilities of the offerings of Argent Combat's affiliated, sibling,
and parent organizations and vendors, regardless of the content or influence of the public
apology that I may release.
and G.) the financial contributions of my own, my family's, my affiliates' or colleagues' will
neither positively nor negatively impact my potential receipt of this scholarship; that all
awards are unbiased and are based on scholarship rather than financial contribution.

